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1. Arafan Touré, ‘Docteur du Rythme’
Arafan Touré was born in Conakry, the capital of Guinea, in 1937. His father was a
Malinke, his mother a Susu. He grew up in the fishing quarter of Boulbinet, where he
often played percussion on tin cans with the neighbourhood children, imitating music
they heard in Susu, Baga and Malinke ceremonies. From a very young age Arafan
distinguished himself with his remarkable speed and dexterity on the djembe. He
quickly gained fame under the auspices of Vieux Coca Camara, playing with his music
and dance group ‘Djole Club’. With this group Arafan went on his first foreign tour to
the neighbouring Ivory Coast in 1957.
In 1958 Guinea became independent from France and Sékou Touré proclaimed
himself President of ‘La République Populaire Révolutionnaire de Guinée’. He used the
richness of Guinean culture to strengthen his power; he employed artists to promote
his policy. Each region had to form an ensemble and competitions were frequently
organised. All schools regularly had to arrange cultural activities involving traditional
dance and music.
The best dancers from all regions, with different ethnic backgrounds were obliged
to join ‘Les Ballets Africains de Guinée’ (hereafter termed: the Ballet) and were
instructed to adapt their ritual music and dance to suit the international stage.
The Ballet became the first national music and dance company based in Africa to
travel worldwide, setting an example for other African national ballets. Much was
demanded from the artists. For instance, they toured Mexico for 12 months and later
the United States for two consecutive years.
Arafan was also recruited for the Ballet, which allowed him greater access to the
wealth of Guinean cultural traditions. He brought with him his knowledge of the
rhythms of Maritime Guinea, particularly Conakry, and within these rhythms he played
the solo parts and signals for the dancers. He developed a technique for playing
two djembes simultaneously. This way of playing can clearly be heard on the bonus
track on CD 1. Besides djembe, Arafan played dunduns, krin, calabash and siko (a flat
square drum).
For the staging of new performances the directors drew inspiration from a
Mandingue epic (e.g. Sundiata Keita), a ceremony (initiation, wedding etc.), or a
moral theme. Each artist took part in the creative process. The musicians based their
orchestrations on songs or dance steps. The young Arafan could effortlessly recall
music developed during rehearsals; he was not infrequently called ‘the Ballet’s musical
memory’. During the tours, from Uganda to Cuba, he gathered useful elements that
he would later integrate into the Ballet’s compositions. Arafan served in the Ballet for
26 years.
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Arafan came to the Netherlands in 1986 to work for Fatala, a Guinean group that
played both traditional and modern instruments. In 1988 they issued the album
‘Gongoma Times’. In 1989 Arafan, with Fatala, contributed to Peter Gabriel’s
breakthrough world music album ‘Passion’.
From 1991 Arafan’s career entered a new phase, when he became artistic leader
and soloist of Africa Soli, a traditional Guinean ensemble based in Nijmegen (NL).
Arafan brought in artists from Guinea, created the programme and led the
rehearsals. The group released the CD ‘Salia’ (1992), later reissued as ‘Greetings from
Guinea’ (1998) and ‘Voices of Africa, vol. 3: Guinea’ (2007). In 2000 the Dutch radio
station ‘Concertzender’ produced the double CD ‘Arafan & Group’, recorded live
in the Melkweg, Amsterdam. In 2003 Arafan worked together with Johan Aben on
the CD ‘Mixation’, on which Arafan’s djembe playing can be heard with electronic
accompaniment.
During this period the djembe became very popular in the West. Arafan was a
djembe master, with a unique sound on the djembe, and with extensive knowledge
and experience uncommon outside Africa. Because of these talents he was
approached by both professional musicians and djembe fans for tuition. As a result
he regularly gave workshops and weekly lessons in the Netherlands: in Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, The Hague, Eindhoven and Arnhem. He also travelled to Ireland, France,
Sweden and Argentina to give workshops. From 1993 he accompanied international
study groups to Guinea.
Arafan continuously developed his repertoire during his lessons, freely adapting
traditional rhythms, separating remembered melodies into parts and re-orchestrating
them into the new, sometimes mixing in reggae and disco. During lessons he would
often spontaneously invent arrangements, which he encouraged pupils to record, in
this way preserving his innovations for future generations of djembe players.
From the mid 90’s Arafan tried to spend a few months every year in Guinea. He
envisioned the building of a music centre, posthumously realised in Hamdallaye,
Conakry. Music Centre Arafan Touré offers facilities for local talent to be developed
and is a place where foreign visitors can stay to study Guinean music.
Arafan died in 2003, leaving his pupils more than 40 rhythm arrangements, of which
20 are collected in this book.
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2. Notes on the Content
This project’s aim is to record Arafan Touré’s musical heritage and
propagate it worldwide.
After his death in 2003 some of Arafan’s Dutch students started
this project. The sheet music is produced from collected material,
consisting of lesson notes, recordings and memories. Supervised
by Sékou Touré, Arafan’s son, study and recording sessions were
organised in Guinea to provide missing kenkeni, sangban and
dundun parts. For this purpose percussionists from various ballets
worked together.

The CD recordings
The accompanying CDs show how the rhythms may sound. The
first CD contains complete performances, the second CD contains
instruction tracks for each instrument.
During his classes most rhythms were played at a slower pace
than the original Ballet’s tempo, Arafan believing that this better
expressed the melodies. Sometimes he would demonstrate his
playing speed in the Ballet, explaining: ‘Ça, c’est la danse, ici on
joue la musique’ (transl. ‘That’s dance, here we play music’).

The music notation
Western music notation was used because of its universality,
making the scores suitable for all kinds of instruments and for
educational purposes. Chapter 3 ‘Instruments and Music Notation’
explains its application in the sheet music.
In Western terminology, the rhythms in this book are either binary
or ternary in structure; in the music notation respectively 4/4 and
12/8 time are used. Yankadi is originally known for its binary beat,
in two’s, with a certain swing. However, a choice has been made to
use a ternary notation, because it makes the music easier to read
and it feels like a rhythm in three’s. In Concert de Tamtam, besides
the metres 4/4 and 12/8, those of 3/4, 6/8 and 9/8 have been used
to aid the notation of some passages.

Dunduns and djembes
The arrangements are performed by an ensemble consisting of a
kenkeni, a sangban, a dundun and several djembes. ‘Dunduns’ is
a collective term referring to kenkeni, sangban and dundun (the
last one is also called ‘dundunba’). ‘Dundun part’ may refer to the
dundun only, or to a combination of dunduns played by the same
person.
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3. Instruments and Music Notation
This section explains the book’s use of classical music notation. For more detailed
information regarding music notation we refer to the relevant published literature.

The instruments
djembe: D1, D2, D3, D4,
Solo and All (= all djembes together)

kenkeni, sangban, dundun (kk, sb, dd)
bell (attached to the kk, sb or dd, played with a metal rod or ring)
Usually the sangban with bell is placed on top of the dundun.
They are played together by one person, while someone
else plays the kenkeni with bell.
Exceptions:
In Meni Rapide the sangban and kenkeni are standing
upright and played together by one person with two
sticks, while someone else plays the dundun with bell.
In Kuku Cassé the kenkeni with bell is placed on top of the
sangban. They are played together by one person, while
someone else plays the dundun with bell.
In Concert de Tamtam the kenkeni, sangban and dundun
are standing upright and played together by one person
with two sticks.

Metres and counting
The rhythms are notated in 4/4 or 12/8 time according to their binary or ternary
subdivisions: counted in two’s or three’s. The 4/4 metre is counted ‘alla brève’ (halftime), with the beat on the first and third count of the bar. The 4/4 rhythms have
two beats per bar, the 12/8 rhythms four beats.
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Staves

= the beat

Three line staves have been chosen in the notation, each line representing a tone
level. With the djembe the upper line is assigned to the slaps, the middle line to
the open tones and the lower line to the basses. With the dunduns the upper line
is assigned to the kenkeni, the middle line to the sangban and the lower line to the
dundun. The bell has its own line.

Note values
In order to make the scores easier to read, different note values have been used.
This is not meant as an indication of differences in duration of the sound after the
instrument is struck.

Handing on the djembe
In most rhythms and phrases the
hands alternate, ghost notes included:
The handing is only indicated
when this is not the case:
‘R’ and ‘L’ apply to a right-handed player.

Indication for a free solo
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single note

connected note

duplet (2), triplet (3)

rest

closed slap

muted

accentuated

softer

on the DD, SB or KK
the stick is held against
the drum for an
instant

played a little louder

the smaller note
is played with less
emphasis

cue, flam

text indications

rehearsal marks

1
1/2
3/8
1/4
1/8
1/16

bell

high-pitched slap

segno, go to segno

A
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B

indicates where play
is started again

signal

short recognizable phrase
used to start, change or
finish the rhythm

indicate identical
sections

as often as desired or
agreed upon

flam: 2 strokes rapidly
successively played,
one stroke each hand

all accompanying
parts together:
the rhythmic basis

sections in
Concert de Tamtam

4. The Rhythms
Concert de Tamtam
During the Ballet tours in Africa the artists were encouraged to draw inspiration from
other cultures they encountered on the road. This resulted in new music and dance
which was added to the repertoire. The original Concert de Tamtam was composed
after the 1974 African Tour and incorporated rhythms heard in Zaïre, Senegal and
Uganda. In Arafan’s version the three dunduns are played in a vertical position by one
person with two sticks.

Bolonba
Originally a Malinke rhythm from Mali. ‘Bolonba’ means ‘big bolon’, a three-stringed
Malinke instrument played as bass. A well known bolon melody can be heard in the
basses of the first djembe part. On CD 1 the bolon plays an improvised melody.

Kalla
Malinke rhythm from the Faranah Region, played at initiation ceremonies. The rhythm
was adopted by the Ballet from the Djoliba National Ballet. ‘Kalla’ means ‘stick’ in
Malinke and is performed with the dancers bearing sticks. In the Ballet it was known
as the ‘Dance with the bows’.

Djole
Imported by fishermen from Sierra Leone, where the Temne people use a female
mask when performing Djole. They play the rhythm on sikos. In Conakry a Djole may
be organised for a feast, for fun or as a form of protest. Here, the sikos are joined by
dunduns and djembes. Occasionally a female mask is used, in a tongue in cheek way.
On CD 1 the second djembe part is played on kenkeni.

Danse des Hommes Forts
A composition based on the dundun part of the Dundunba rhythm, played for
Malinke male dances in Upper Guinea.

Kuku Cassé
This radical reinterpretation of Kuku, originally a Konia rhythm from the border area
between Guinea and Ivory Coast, was composed by Arafan whilst travelling by train
from Arnhem to Amsterdam. In Kuku Cassé, the kenkeni and sangban are placed on
top of one another and played together with a bell by one person, while someone else
plays the dundun with bell.

Panthère
Composition consisting of two parts. Originally, part 1 was created for the Ballet by
the percussionist ‘Bunkia’ as requested by the dancer Jacoba ‘Chek’, who was inspired
by a dream in which he appeared as a panther. Part 2 was rearranged by Arafan,
because it wasn’t being played to his satisfaction by his Dutch students.
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Panthère part 2 - Ballet version
Djembe accompaniments based on the original second part of the composition.
The dundun part on CD 1 was improvised during the recording.

Mamaya
Malinke rhythm from the Kankan Region, danced by large groups during celebrations
such as the Feast of Sacrifice and the Sugar Feast, men and women dancing together,
using the same gracious dance steps. In Guinea the balaphone plays an important
role in Mamaya. The variations Arafan has created are to be used as solo elements
incorporated into the first djembe part.

Meni Lent and Meni Rapide
Meni originates with the Temne people from Sierra Leone. In the Ballet, Meni was
played with repeating call and response phrases. Both Meni Lent and Meni Rapide
are versions developed in the Netherlands by Arafan. Meni Lent is a good example of
how he divided a melody amongst various djembes. In Meni Rapide the sangban and
kenkeni are standing upright and are played by one person with two sticks.

Yokui
Yokui is a spirit represented by a mask. Originally the dance Yokui is accompanied on
Baga instruments. The rhythm is virtually identical to Guinée Faré, a Susu women’s
dance.

Sofa Nouveau
Sofa is a Malinke rhythm. The traditional Sofa was danced by mounted warriors. ‘So’
means ‘horse’. It is still performed for village chiefs and for important families and
individuals. Arafan created a new version, with a dundun pattern based on the Kassa
rhythm.

Liberté
Based on the rhythm Tiriba. Adapted by and named after the Conakry Ballet Liberté at
the time of Guinean independence. In his Fatala days Arafan taught this rhythm under
the name ‘Agricole’.

Sorsonet
A Baga rhythm. Sorsonet is a spirit represented by a mask. The rhythm Sorsonet is
performed for this spirit. The mask is stored in a secret place and is used just a few
times a year. As with all sacred masks, it may only be animated by an initiate. Sorsonet
has become a popular rhythm which is now also played outside its original context.

Makru
A Susu rhythm for celebrations.
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Yeredon
‘Don’ means ‘dance’ in Malinke. ‘Yeredon’ means ‘my dance’, an expression of self.
Created by Arafan.

Tiriba Nouveau
Based on the Landoma rhythm Tiriba, popular in the Boké Region. Tiriba Nouveau,
‘Reggae Africain’, was created by Arafan in the Netherlands. He converted the original
12/8 time into 4/4 time.

Dogon
People of Eastern Mali, who originate from the Mande. The Dogon wear extravagant
masks during their ritual dances. Arafan adapted a Mozambican rhythm for a new
dance that the Ballet performed with Dogon masks which they had bought at the
market in Bamako.

Yankadi-Rumba
Yankadi was brought from Sierre Leone to Guinea where it became a Susu seduction
dance, mainly performed during the ceremony to honour the bride’s mother, but
also at rituals for the spirits. Today the rhythm is played on many different occasions.
In Conakry, during the performance of Yankadi, the women dance in a group,
giving money to the artists. Yankadi often switches into Makru or Rumba, the most
widespread African rhythms, played in various versions throughout West Africa and as
far away as the Caribbean.

SENEGAL

The rhythms shown in their
approximate regions of origin.

MALI

Dogon

fula
l andom a

Bolonba

Liberté

m alin ke

GUINEA

BOKÉ

Mamaya

Tiriba Nouveau
Sorsonet
baga Yokui
Makru

FARANAH

KANKAN

Kalla

CONAKRY

Djole

Sofa Nouveau

Danse des Hommes Forts

susu
te mne Meni

Concert de Tamtam
Panthère
Yeredon
Yankadi-Rumba

SIERRA LEONE

Kuku Cassé

koni a
IVORY
COAST
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5. CD - Ensemble and Instruction tracks
kk
sb
dd

1. Concert de Tamtam

*[1] 1-3
[10] 4-6

1, 5

1, 4

2

3, 6

2. Bolonba

7-10

7

8

9

10

3. Kalla

11-15

11, 12

13

14

15

4. Djole

16-21

16

17

18

17

21

5. Danse des Hommes Forts

20

22

22

6. Kuku Cassé

23-28

23, 24

25

26

7. Panthère

29-34

29, 30

29, 31

29, 32

35

36

37, 38

39

43

44

29

8. Panthère part 2 - Ballet version 35-36
9. Mamaya

37-42

10. Meni Lent

43-45

11. Meni Rapide

46-48

12. Yokui

49-51

13. Sofa Nouveau

52-56

14. Liberté

57-62

15. Sorsonet

63-66

16. Makru

67-71

17. Yeredon

45

19

33

34

40

41, 42

46
49

48

47

49

49, 50

52

53

60

57

63
69

51

49

55

56

58, 59

61

62

63

63, 64

65

66

67

68

70

71

72-76

72

73

74

75

76

18. Tiriba Nouveau

77-81

77

78

79

80

81

19. Dogon

82-86

82, 83

84

85

86

20a. Yankadi

87-90

87

88

89

90

20b. Rumba

91-94

91

92

93

94

54

* Concert de Tamtam [2] - [9] may be practised using CD 1.

21. Bonus track: Arafan Touré playing two djembes (Melkweg Amsterdam, 2000)
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6. CD - Musicians
CD 1 - Musicians
Sékou Touré

djembe solo: Djole, Panthère, Sofa Nouveau
djembe arrangement: Dogon, Liberté, Panthère
djembe accompaniments
Momo Touré
dunduns: Djole, Kalla, Makru, Mamaya, Meni Rapide, Sorsonet,
Yankadi-Rumba, Yeredon
bolon: Bolonba
vocals: Yankadi-Rumba
Jaco Benders
djembe solo: Concert de Tamtam, Djole, Meni Lent, Sorsonet,
Yankadi
djembe arrangement: Concert de Tamtam, Danse des Hommes
Forts, Kalla, Meni Rapide
djembe accompaniments
dunduns
Michiel Moerkerk
djembe solo: Djole, Rumba, Yeredon, Yokui
djembe arrangement: Mamaya, Meni Rapide, Yokui
djembe accompaniments
djembe arrangement: Concert de Tamtam, Danse des Hommes
Milou Veling
Forts, Makru, Yokui
vocals: Yankadi-Rumba
djembe accompaniments
kenkeni
Sebastiaan de Vries djembe accompaniments
dunduns

CD 1 - Guests
Judith van Ark
Dirkjan de Koning
Thomas Bonekamp
Amara Camara
Martijn Hoogstra
Mathie Spanjers
Astrid Lamein

vocals: Yankadi-Rumba
djembe arrangement: Panthère, Yokui
dunduns: Concert de Tamtam
dundunba: Meni Rapide
kenkeni: Djole
kenkeni: Sofa Nouveau
kenkeni: Tiriba Nouveau
djembe: Meni Lent

CD 2
The instruction tracks were recorded with Jaco Benders (majority of the tracks),
Sékou Touré, Momo Touré, Michiel Moerkerk, Milou Veling, Sebastiaan de Vries,
Astrid Lamein, Amara Camara and Thomas Bonekamp.
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